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1. Introduction

Over the past decade, nothing has changed the practice of pediatric urology as much as the expansion in the minimally invasive techniques for routine operations. The breadth of urologic pathology, which can be managed via the laparoscopic approach, continues to expand as technologies and surgical experience mature.

Mounting evidence has demonstrated that for many urologic procedures, pathology can be managed efficiently and effectively while significantly decreasing the pain and convalescence, traditionally associated with ablative and reconstructive open urologic procedures. The blossoming of laparoscopic surgery within urology has resulted in some challenges as the most common procedure, laparoscopic nephrectomy, remains technically demanding. The total nephrectomy with or without ureterectomy, might be indicated for multicystic dysplastic kidney, for destructed kidney by obstructive uropathy and for small kidney with hypertension. We discuss after the usefulness to remove or not multicystic dysplastic kidneys but this congenital malformation represents an excellent indication to begin our experience with laparoscopic surgery because the dissection is easy and hemostasis problems are quite nil.

Laparoscopic nephrectomy offers distinct benefits over standard open nephrectomy for nonmalignant disease in terms of cosmesis, reduced postoperative stay and less need for analgesia, and has become an increasingly popular method since its first report by Clayman et al in 1991 (Clayman et al., 1991) in adults and by Figenshau and associates in 1994 in children (Figenshau et al., 1994).

With the evolution of the endoscopic and minimally invasive techniques these conventional incisions have either been abandoned or significantly modified to reduce the morbidity to the child.

Renal dysplasia is a common kidney disorder, frequently associated with congenital uropathy that leads to renal failure in children with an incidence estimated in 1:3000 to
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1:4300; they may arise de novo (primary) or be found in association with congenital obstruction of the urinary tract or vesico-ureteric reflux (VUR) (secondary). The histologic term defining a malformed part or the whole kidney and the presence of primitive ducts lined with undifferentiated columnar epithelium and surrounded by undifferentiated fibromuscular collar with sometimes metaplastic elements such as cartilage. (Figure 1)

Fig. 1. Renal dysplasia is a kidney disorder defined as a malformed part or the whole kidney and the presence of primitive ducts lined with undifferentiated columnar epithelium and surrounded by undifferentiated fibromuscular collar with sometimes metaplastic elements such as cartilage.

In 1936, Schwartz (Schwartz, 1936) was the first to describe a "unilateral multicystic kidney in a specimen removed from a 7 month old boy suspected to have Wilms tumor or massive hydronephrosis. In 1964 Pathak and Williams (Pathak & Williams, 1964) added the descriptive term dysplastic to these lesions citing the presence of embryonic mesenchyme and primitive renal components (cartilage and muscle). Despite the frequent occurrence of renal dysplasia in association with obstructive uropathy, its pathogenesis remains unknown. Abnormal metanephric differentiation in cases of renal dysplasia results in abnormal renal organization and poor development of renal elements.
Felson and Cussen (Felson & Cussen, 1975) in 1975 viewed the multicystic kidney as an extreme form of hydronephrosis that occurs secondary to atresia of the ureter or renal pelvis. Cystic dysplasia of an entire upper pole can be seen in kidneys with duplicated collecting systems, especially associated with ureteroceles and bilateral cystic dysplasia also may be seen secondary to posterior urethral valves. Shibata and Nagata (Shibata et al., 2001) report that nephron induction with filtrating function occurs before the development of cysts; early fetal urinary tract obstruction causes cystic formation in the developing nephrons, which subsequently disrupts nephron induction and tubular development and also cited the importance of abnormalities in the activity of transcription factor PAX2 and antiapoptosis protein bcl2 in the pathogenesis of renal dysplasia. Matsell and colleagues (Matsell et al., 1996) propose that it may be abnormalities in branching of the ureteral bud that are responsible for progressive local histopathologic changes, supported by previous findings of abnormal metanephric development with ectopic ureteral orifices reported by Mackie and Stephens (Mackie & Stephens, 1975). More recently, Spencer and Maizel (Spencer & Maizel, 1987) discovered that alterations in ureteral epithelial and mesenchymal cells by inhibition of glycosylation of the extracellular matrix could induced dysplasia without obstruction, that support the theory that dysplasia is the result of disruption in normal epithelial-mesenchymal interaction during the induction of renal tubules. Recent studies have focused on finding the genes involved with renal development whose abnormal expressions are responsible for renal dysplasia. Classically, kidney malformations including dysplasia are classified based on histology. Recent advances in molecular biology and genetics have led Woolf and Winyard (Woolf & Winyard, 1998) to suggest a more straightforward classification to describe kidney malformations. The abnormalities can be divided into groups, based on the underlying cell biology, such as aberrant early development or defect in terminal maturation (Winyard & Chitty, 2001). The aberrant early development group, include dysplastic kidneys, whether large multicystic dysplastic kidneys or small organs with combination of hypoplasia–dysplasia and some obstructed kidneys. Defects in terminal maturation are observed in polycystic kidney disease. This category of renal disease is usually not associated with an obstructive uropathy and is mainly managed by nephrologists for the development of renal failure and hypertension. Dysplastic kidneys can be any size, ranging between massive kidney with multiple large cyst up to 9 cm, to normal or small kidneys with or without cyst. (figure 2) Dysplasia can be unilateral, bilateral, or segmental affecting only part of the kidney.

2. Diagnosis

The current classic presentation is the prenatal sonographic diagnosis, that could be made at 15 weeks of gestation, with typical appearance of multiloculated abdominal mass consisting of multiple thin walled cysts, which do not appear to connect, or circumferential cysts in kidneys of more normal size, associated with lower urinary tract obstruction, particularly in bilateral cases. The amniotic fluid volume is usually normal in unilateral cases and with oligo or anhydramnios in bilateral cases. Small kidneys are difficult to detect prenatally and are
commonly misdiagnosed as renal agenesis. Even with evident prenatal diagnosis, a postnatal follow up is needed to confirm the diagnosis and search for associated anomalies (heart, spine, extremities, face, and umbilical cord, as up to 35% may have extrarrenal anomalies and these are more frequent in bilateral disease).

Fig. 2. Dysplastic kidneys can be any size, ranging between massive kidney with multiple large cyst up to 9 cm, to normal or small kidneys with or without cyst (typical multicystic dysplastic kidney appearing as a "bunch of grapes").

Previously before the routine antenatal ultrasound, the diagnosis was most often made in infancy in the presence of a palpable abdominal mass, which is found in 22% to 37% of the cases (12-13), flank pain, urinary tract infection or hypertension.

Ultrasound in combination with renal scintigraphy yields an accurate diagnosis of MCDK disease in 93% of suspected cases (Stuck et al., 1982).

Stuck et al have characterized ultrasound features of dysplastic kidney: presence of sharp interfaces between multiple, randomly arranged, and variable size cysts, the largest with nonmedial location; a lack of an identifiable renal sinus; and an absence of renal parenchyma (Strife et al., 1993). (figure 3)

Parenchymal imaging with Tc99m DMSA provide an excellent picture of functional parenchyma or defects indicating nonfunctioning parenchyma, but it has the inability to assess the excretory phase of renal function that makes it impossible to distinguish MCDK from hydronephrosis caused by UPJ obstruction. (Koff et al., 1980; Tyrrell et al., 1994) (figure 4)
Fig. 3. Prenatal sonographic diagnosis of M.C.D.K. (presence of sharp interfaces between multiple, randomly arranged, and variable size cysts, the largest with nonmedial location; a lack of an identifiable renal sinus; and an absence of renal parenchyma).

Fig. 4. Renal scintigraphy. All the kidneys removed showed renal function lower than 10% in D.T.P.A. (Parenchymal imaging with Tc 99mDMSA provide and excellent picture of functional parenchyma or defects indicating nonfunctioning parenchyma, but it has the inability to assess the excretory phase of renal function that makes impossible distinguish MCDK from hydronephrosis caused by UPJ obstruction).
If the diagnosis is unclear, a Nephro TAC or Uro MRI to differentiate MCDK from obstructive uropathy or duplex system is performed. (figure 5) (figure 6)

Fig. 5. Hydronephrosis in the right kidney with ureteropelvic junction obstruction by Uro MRI.

Fig. 6. Nephro TAC with 3 D reconstruction to differentiate MCDK from obstructive uropathy or duplex system.
Complete evaluation include VCUG; contralateral v.u.r has been reported to be associated in 15% to 28% of cases in literature. (Al-Khaldi et al., 1994; Aslam & Watson, 2006; Atiyeh et al., 1992; Karmazyn & Zerin, 1997) (figure 7)

Fig. 7. Contralateral V.U.R has been reported to be associated in 15% to 28% of cases of M.C.D.K. in literature.
The improvement in our understanding of the natural history of some congenital renal anomalies, such as multicystic dysplastic kidney (MCDK), has caused some changes in management approach.

The treatment of MCDK has passed through different phases. It was originally suggested that dysplastic kidneys must be removed to avoid rare complications such as hypertension, infection or possible malignant transformation until the mid-1980s.

In the last decade, there has been a shift in the management of dysplastic kidneys from surgical removal to a conservative approach using serial US examination (Wacksman & Phipps, 1993; Gordon et al., 1988). This change in treatment is due to the perception that malignant transformation is a rare occurrence, and sequential US imaging of a large number of infants diagnosed with this problem has revealed that most of these structures involute over time without causing any problems.

In 2001 Oliveira et al found partial involution in 68%, complete involution in 21% and increase in unit size in 11%. The mean age at complete or partial involution of the lesion was 18 months.

In unilateral cases, there is often a compensatory hypertrophy of the contralateral kidney. (Oliveira et al., 2001)

In recent years, the argument has emerged again with regard to the management of dysplastic kidneys; several studies have recommended surgical removal because the natural history of the condition in the long term is still uncertain, and nephrectomy is more cost effective than conservative management, however an elective nephrectomy is no longer routinely performed in most of centers.

Patients with bilateral disease or associated genitourinary anomalies had a higher incidence of urinary tract infection and progression to renal failure (22% with obstruction and 14% with contralateral reflux). Rare complications such as pain was reported as the only symptom in older patient with resolution after nephrectomy. (Ambrose et al., 1982)

Holloway et al report a huge cyst, that need percutaneous decompression to relieve the respiratory distress in infant. (Holloway & Weinstein, 1990)

In the registry of the American Academy of Pediatrics for dysplastic kidney 2.6% were associated with infection, hypertension was found in less than 1% (older reports have demonstrated its resolution after nephrectomy).

Seeman et al (Seeman et al., 2001), monitored blood pressure in children and found anomalies only in those who had ultrasonographic, and or laboratory signs of contralateral kidney abnormalities.

In children neoplasia represents 25% of indications. This is to be expected in view of the higher incidence of malignancy in older patients and the higher proportion of children who present with congenital malformations. In a review of the literature, Perez (Perez et al., 1998) found multiple reports of malignancy arising in MCDK, including renal cell carcinoma (5 cases), malignant mesothelioma (1 case) and Wilms tumor (11 cases).

Narchi (Narchi, 2005) performed a systematic review of the literature managed conservatively; no children developed a Wilms tumor. But there is another argument favouring the association between Wilms tumor and MCDK; the finding of nephrogenic rest, recognized as precursors to nephroblastoma, which may remain quiescent or become hyperplastic, forming a nodule (adenomatous focus or nodular renal blastema) is possibly an early stage in tumor formation. (Beckwith et al., 1990)

Even though this association or the malignant degeneration is exceptional, a careful initial ultrasound examination is mandatory and any equivocal diagnosis with suspicious nature of the cyst should lead to surgical removal of the kidney.
Conservative follow up includes renal ultrasound every 3 to 4 months to age 3 years, every 6 months to age 5 years, and then every year to age 8 years. (Onal & Kogan, 2006)

The regimen would be costly when considered on a level compared with early nephrectomy. In some cases close long term follow up, with ultrasound and physical examination may be easier said than done, and rigid compliance may be unrealistic. In these cases, early surgical excision may be the best treatment.

We thought it pertinent to assess the effects of the last changes on the indications for nephrectomy in the paediatric age group.

A literature review revealed a limited number of publications on the indications for nephrectomy in children.

A few reports reviewed the indications in various age groups without any special mention of paediatric patients (Scott (Jr) & Selzman, 1966; Beisland et al., 2000).

Others reported on a small number of nephrectomies in children (Schmidt et al., 1992; Pearlman & Kobashigawa, 1968).

Laparoscopic nephrectomy offers advantages similar to the retroperitoneal approach for open surgery; Hamilton et al (Hamilton et al., 2000) found comparable results on transperitoneal laparoscopic nephrectomy with significant decrease in hospital stay after laparoscopic compared with open nephrectomy (22.5 vs 42.3 hours) with longer operative time in laparoscopic group (175.6 vs 120.2 min).

In laparoscopy the peritoneal cavity and its contents are avoided, minimizing risk of injury that may occur when mobilizing bowel, and avoiding potential future complications associated with intraperitoneal adhesions.

Here, we report our initial series of laparoscopic nephrectomies in paediatric patients, their indications, and the clinical presentation of this particular group of patients with various renal abnormalities that required nephrectomy.

In our experience, most MCDK’s have ultimately been removed, reflux nephropathy was the second major indication for nephrectomy; whether VUR is associated with congenital dysplasia/hypoplasia that is not amenable to any form of postnatal therapy, or whether this form of treatment is unsuccessful in preventing further renal damage; has yet to be clarified.

The decrease in the proportion of nephrectomies performed for PUJ (third main indication) obstruction is probably due to the vigorous use of antenatal scan to detect these cases as early as possible thus allowing proper follow up and intervention when required.

This is in agreement with the findings of Capolicchio and colleagues who demonstrated that early diagnosis of hydronephrosis provided by prenatal Ultrasonography is associated with less obstructive nephropathy (Capolicchio et al., 1999).

Laparoscopy is considered to be the standard technique in performing nephrectomies in children with renal benign disorders.

Many studies have shown the advantage of this, against open technique.

Nowadays, a laparoscopic nephrectomy can be performed in two ways, transperitoneal or retroperitoneal. (Collar R et al., 2001; Baez et al., 2003)

The first laparoscopic nephrectomy was performed by Clayman in 1991 using the transperitoneal technique on an 85 years old female patient.

The first to perform a retroperitoneoscopy with insufflation were Roberts (Roberts, 1976) in 1978 and Wickham (Wickham & Miller, 1979) in 1979.

Gaur and Kerbl in 1992 published the first cases of retroperitoneal laparoscopic nephrectomies in adults (Gaur et al., 1993; Kerbl et al., 1993), whereas Chandoke, Rassweiller and Valla did
the same with children in 1993, 1994 and 1996 respectively. (Chandhoke et al., 1993; Rasweiller et al., 1994; Valla et al., 1996)

Since then a large amount of result have been published using both laparoscopic nephrectomy techniques.

The renal benign disorder continues to be the main indication for nephrectomy in children for non-functioning kidneys secondary to obstructive uropathy or reflux. Although laparoscopy nephrectomy is an easy and safe procedure, the indications for nephrectomy are still debatable. The acceptable indications for these cases are the increase in size of cysts or the rare complications of hypertension and infection.

Malignant renal tumors in children are not considered for laparoscopy (the most common is nephroblastoma that is large in size, frequently extending outside the kidney and with high risk of rupture during dissection), although recently cases of extractions of kidneys tumors have been published using both techniques. (Duarte et al., 2004; Etcheverry et al., 2002) In spite of this we have not included in our statistics oncologist indications, and in not one of the extracted materials malignant signs of tumors were found.

3. Technique

For the transperitoneal approach, with patient in dorsal decubitus three ports were placed, one in the navel (10 mm optic device) the second and third ports (5 mm working ports) on the half clavicular line below the rib cage, and one the same side, 2 cms above the level of the superior iliac spine; respectively; has shown the advantage of working in a wide space and with easier identifiable anatomic repairs and a more direct view of intraabdominal organs to avoid, and the umbilical port is well concealed, particularly for specimen removal. Nevertheless the access to the renal hilar region requires a considerable mobilization and retraction of the bowel.

Like other adult and paediatric surgeons (Lorenzo Gomez & Gonzales, 2003) used to working laparoscopically in the abdominal cavity, we opted for the transperitoneal approach to start our experience, which could affect the final results because these were the first patients in our learning curve.

Retroperitoneoscopic nephrectomy in children has several advantages over transperitoneal approaches. There is less risk of injury to adjacent organs such as the bowel, liver or spleen, with little risk of formation of intraperitoneal adhesions; and the retroperitoneum can be drained more effectively than the peritoneum.

Guilloneau and col demonstrated a lesser average time in performing nephrectomies by lumberscopy and comparing them with the laparoscopic approach (Guilloneau et al., 1996) this probably due to a direct entry via retroperitoneal in the renal cell without the necessity of abdominal dissection.

Lorenzo Gomez and R Gonzales, carried out an investigation comparing more than 330 procedures performed using both methods, were, the operating time for the retroperitoneal approach was also less. (Lorenzo Gomez & Gonzales, 2003)

The retroperitoneal approach needs a good anatomical knowledge that has been viewed by Himpens (Himpens, 1996). It has the disadvantage of smaller active space with an absence of intraabdominal structures easy to recognize like the liver or spleen. At the same time provides a direct and faster to the renal hillius avoiding bowel manipulation that could produce ileus and delay the recovery of the patient.
By this direct access to the kidney in an anatomic orientation with gravity facilitating exposure of the renal hilum, the artery lies posterior so it can be controlled without manipulating the vein, and this allows control of arteries prior to veins, according to the accepted practice, to prevent engorgement of the kidney and easier control of veins with less blood in them. The renal pelvis is posterior as well facilitating mobilization and exposure as needed. If open access to the kidney becomes urgent, it can be performed through a lumbotomy incision.

With the patient in the lateral decubitus and hyper extension of the problem side getting a better active place, on the lower end of the 12th rib a 10 mm port were placed for optic device, and the two working 5 mm ports, one above the of the iliac crests upper line and the other resting the external side of the lumbar complex muscle equidistant to the others. (figure 8)

Fig. 8. Patient positioning for transperitoneal approach with the surgeon standing in the front of the abdomen, the child is positioned with the flank of the involved side elevated at 30 degree angle to facilitate the exposure after reflecting the colon. Three ports were placed, one in the navel (10 mm optic device) the second and third ports (5 mm working ports) on the half clavicular line below the rib cage, and one the same side, 2 cms above the level of the superior iliac spine; respectively. A fourth trocar could be placed in the midaxillary line for exposure to retract the liver or spleen if needed.
After the introduction of the 10 mm port, the two main landmarks - anterior part of the psoas muscle and the lower pole of the kidney, mobile with respiration - are recognized. (figure 9)

Fig. 9. Position for retroperitoneal approach. The patient is placed in the lateral decubitus position, exposing the involved side as in position for an open simple nephrectomy, with sufficient flexion of the operating table so as to expose the area of trocars placement: on the lower end of the 12th rib a 10 mm port was placed for optic device, and the two working 5 mm ports, one above the iliac crests upper line and the other resting on the external side of the lumbar complex muscle equidistant to the others.
The working space is progressively created by moving the tip of the telescope to free retroperitoneal fibrous tissues, taking care not to injury the peritoneum. After the two faces and the two poles are completely freed, the kidney is mobilized to the top, and the renal vessel dissected via posterior approach, in the inferior part of the field where there are only one artery and one vein and not too close to the kidney were the vessels are divided in several branches. (figure 10)

Fig. 10. Exposure and ligature of the renal pedicle which is identified and approached posteriorly. The kidney drops under gravity keeping the vessels under stretch. This allows careful two-instrument dissection of the vascular pedicle. At the left side the artery is dissected close the junction with the aorta and vena cava, and at the right side the renal vein is also exposed of it full length.

If the ilium dissection is difficult the ureter may serve as main reference it’s easy to recognize in the retroperitoneal space and its dissection up to the kidney leads to the renal vessels.

After dissection of the renal pedicle, the vessels are clipped, ligated or coagulated, depending of the vessel diameter and the surgeon experience. (figure 11) The ureterectomy could be limited to the lumbar portion in non-refluxing ureter; in presence of reflux or dilated ureter the dissection is distally followed and the ureter is ligated s close as possible to the ureterovesical junction.

For the material extraction in all cases the renal tissue was sufficiently thin enough to allow the extraction through the incision of the initial port without morcellation. (figure 12)
Fig. 11. After dissection of the renal pedicle, the vessels could be clipped, ligated or coagulated depending on the vessel diameter and the surgeon’s experience (in this case ligature of the renal pedicle with extracorporeal knots).

Fig. 12. For the material extraction in all cases the renal tissue was sufficiently thin enough to allow the extraction through the incision of the initial port without morcellation.
In our initial experience thirty two laparoscopic total nephrectomies were performed. On the beginning of our learning curve the first ten (10) patients were treated using the transperitoneal technique (group 1) whereas the rest using retroperitoneal technique (group 2). The indications for both groups were similar: V.U.R. 4 patients for group 1 and 6 for 2, hydronephrosis 3 patients for T.P. and 6 for R.P. and M.C.D.K. 3 patients for group 1 and 8 patients for group 2. (figure 13)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indications</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V.U.R.</td>
<td>4 patients</td>
<td>6 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydronephrosis</td>
<td>3 patients</td>
<td>6 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.C.D.K.</td>
<td>3 patients</td>
<td>8 patients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two patients underwent upper pole laparoscopic heminephrectomies using the retroperitoneal approach have not been included in the final results.

1 case of retroperitoneal had to be converted due to massive hydronephrosis with perirrenal fibrosis.

Rasweiller et al. report a longer operating time in similar cases with a high probability of conversion for severe adhesions and fibrosis (Rasweiller et al., 1998), but Hemal et al. demonstrated that it is feasible to perform retroperitoneal nephrectomies with massive hydronephrosis (more than 1000 mL of liquid in system). (Hemal et al., 1999)

But nevertheless like Valla et al. don’t recommend the initial retroperitoneal practice on these types of patients. (Valla et al., 1996)

In the other case a transperitoneal nephrectomy changed into an open technique due to a problem with the equipment that occurred during surgery.

In the rest 28 laparoscopic operations performed there were no complications during surgery. During 2 retroperitoneal operations we had peritoneal perforations that did not cause any consequences, emphysema or pneumothorax. Hemodynamic changes and CO₂ diffusion were equal with the two laparoscopic techniques, in our results.

Postoperative management after transperitoneal or retroperitoneal nephrectomy does not require specific cares.

Both approaches were statistically similar with respect to complications during and after surgery, hospitalization and analgesic requirements.

All the patients could eat again within the first 24 hours. However those operated on using the retroperitoneal method were able to eat earlier than those the transabdominal way. It is important to clarify that in the first cases for all laparoscopic surgeries with intraabdominal technique, the post-surgery tolerance could have been delayed because of more conservative approach. Nevertheless 2 patients of the group 1 (T.P.) vomited at 10 and 12 hours after...
surgery delaying the return to oral feeding. It is interesting to note, in many publications (Poddoubny et al., 2003; Ehrlich et al., 1994) in nephrectomies performed intraabdominally there are no details of events like nausea or vomiting early on after surgery, despite the fact that all achieve tolerance within the first 12-24 hrs. A prospective and comparative study by Desai et al (Desai et al., 2005) using both techniques, in 5 out of 50 patients resulted in ileus that lasted longer than 48 hs in transabdominal nephrectomies. However they could not associate this approach with a large incidence of ileus. It is for this reason that today in our institution the laparoscopic retroperitoneal approach is the preferred method to perform nephrectomies. Despite this preference we have achieved our learning curve with transperitoneal approach and now we are quite willing to recommend it to those starting urologic laparoscopy. The main advantage of a retroperitoneal approach is more direct and faster exposure (Doublet et al., 1996) without peritoneal transgression and without dissection and handling of intraperitoneal structures; avoid the risk of shoulder pain, omental evisceration or intestinal adhesions (Moore et al., 1995) and can be easily performed even after previous abdominal surgery. The retroperitoneal approach had the disadvantage in the lack of natural cavity; the working space should be created with the risk of accidental peritoneal tear (Morgan (Jr) & Rader, 1992; Kumar et al., 2001) that induces pneumoperitoneum and reduces the working space and visibility. This incident could be avoided by careful preparation of the retroperitoneal space for insertion of anterior working ports. If that occurs at the beginning of the procedure, it is useful to close with purse string suture of the perforation or if it not possible, by inserting a Verress needle in the peritoneal cavity to desufflate the pneumoperitoneum continuously during the surgery. The second disadvantage is that ergonomics of work is less, with reduced surgical field and it requires a greater learning curve and better surgical skills to perform. This problem was exposed by Erlich et al. (Ehrlich et al., 1994) who in the first retroperitoneal surgery stated that the limited working space precluded introduction of other retroperitoneal instrument. Finally this initial study shows that there is comparable security and efficacy in both approaches but probably there exist specific situations in which a particular method is more suitable. We believe that the option of the laparoscopic approach for the nephrectomy must depend on the preference and the individual training of each surgeon, and the choice of approach must be in accordance with each clinical situation emphasizing and recommending retroperitoneal procedures while the surgical skills of the surgeon can. There has been an improvement in our understanding of the natural history of some congenital renal anomalies, such as multicystic dysplastic kidney (M.C.D.K.), which has caused some changes in management approach. Minimally invasive procedures emphasize our goals of improving patient comfort and safety while adapting the laparoscopic procedures as closely as possible to the conventional surgical techniques. (El-Gonehimi et al., 2002) Actually laparoscopic is considered to be the standard technique in performing nephrectomies in children with renal benign disorders.
Fig. 14. In our institution the laparoscopic retroperitoneal approach is the preferred method to perform nephrectomies, but there is comparable security and efficacy in both approaches.
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